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PRINCIPLES 

The purpose of this document is to describe the MEGA Advisor configuration. 
 
Before starting MEGA Advisor configuration you must understand MEGA Advisor 
Architecture and the different modules to take into account. 
 
MEGA Architecture can be defined with the following model: 
 

 
 
MEGA Advisor includes the following components: 

• MEGA application: MEGA enables access to the MEGA Repository. MEGA has a 
very important role as it generates all the Web pages displayed on the browser, 
using the MEGA intranet technology. Most of the Advisor knowledge is therefore 
concentrated in MEGA. 

• MEGA WEB Access: this component is in charge of the communication between 
the Web application MEGA Advisor and MEGA. It also handles MEGA sessions and 
Web user connections. 

• MEGA Advisor: this is a Web application written in ASP.NET. This application 
communicates with MEGA through MEGA WEB Access. Its main role consists in 
transferring data generated from MEGA to the Web browser. 

• Advisor users/Advisor profile mapping Manager: this component enables: 
o mapping advisor users connected to Advisor to a specific MEGA user. This 

behavior may be overloaded. 
o handling favorites. This behavior may be overloaded. 

• Web Server: this application is in charge of handling HTTP requests and HTTP 
responses. It communicates Advisor data to the Web browser. 
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• Web browser: This application analyses the HTTP received from the Web server 
and displays results to the final end user. On the other hand, it may send HTTP 
requests after an end user action. 

 
 
MEGA advisor can be configured in : 

• the MEGA Application: all Web content is defined in MEGA. 

• the MEGA Advisor ASP.NET Application. Specific settings and component 
overloading may be carried out here. 

 
 

All configuration must be done on a duplicated Web site template to prevent 
your modifications from being erased during future MEGA updates. 

 If you customize the ASP.NET files, do not forget to duplicate them to prevent 
your modifications from being erased during future MEGA updates. 

 You must also edit ASP.NET files with a specific editor such as ultraedit or 
notepad++, otherwise your file may be corrupted by windows and will not be 
able to handle bitmaps and diagram generation. 

 The MEGA Advisor target is the entire repository 
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MEGA ADVISOR PRODUCTS 

MEGA Advisor is divided into 2 products: 

 
• MEGA Advisor Enterprise Edition, which is a product intended for enterprise 

employees: 

- It provides reports that adapt to particular issues or particular groups of users. 

- It provides a set of roles:  

Each role addresses a particular issue and filters data so that only the end user 
has access to information that belongs to him/her. A user can be associated to 
several roles and have different views of the repository according to the role 
selected. 

- Confidential data can only be viewed by the user who has access to it. 
 
 
• MEGA Advisor Professional Edition, which is a lighter version of MEGA Advisor 

Enterprise Edition: 

- The end user has a single role, which addresses no particular issue. 

- It does not deal with questions such as confidentiality, view restrictions or report 
relevance. It offers an overall view of the repository. 

Note: It is recommended to use Standard or Standard 2012 Role to have an 
overall view of the repository in a tree structure 

 
 

 To set up MEGA Advisor, see MEGA Anywhere and MEGA Advisor installation guide 
MEGA 2009 SP5 EN. 
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CONFIGURING IN MEGA 

The MEGA Advisor 2012 homepage is as follows: 
 

 
 
 
MEGA Advisor content configuration includes: 

• MEGA User Role Configuration p. 7 

• Menu Configuration p. 13 

• Content Customization p. 26 

• Home page and Preferences customization p. 27 

• Confidentiality Configuration p. 43 (MEGA Advisor Enterprise Edition specific) 
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MEGA User Role Configuration 

MEGA User Role Definition 

Each MEGA Advisor user is associated with one (Advisor Professional Edition) or several 
roles (Advisor Enterprise Edition) when accessing the portal. The MEGA user role enables 
targeting information in relation to user requirements and user interests. 
The purpose of the role is to define menu arrangement, the pages available and the 
content of these pages. 
The goal is not to hide sensitive information but to display data that are of interest for 
the role defined. 
MEGA provides several roles for Advisor Enterprise Edition, but only one is provided 
regarding MEGA Advisor 2012. 
The picture below shows the impact that MEGA user Roles may have on MEGA Advisor 
Professional Edition: 
 
 

 
 Depending on the MEGA User Role chosen, the main menu bar may change. 

The list of available MEGA User Roles may vary according to the MEGA user used to 
connect to MEGA and the license available. Only one MEGA User Role is available for 
MEGA Advisor Professional Edition: Standard 2012. 
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Adding a MEGA User Role in MEGA Advisor (MEGA Advisor 
Enterprise Edition specific) 

The current MEGA User Roles list is as follows: 

 

To add a MEGA User Role: 

1. In MEGA, create a new MEGA User Role. 

For example, launch the script editor (in MEGA menu bar select Tools > Script 
Editor) and execute the following command line: 

[MEGA User Role].Create("My Role").explore 

2. Define the MEGA users connected to this new MEGA User Role. 

To define the MEGA users that match the current (new) MEGA User Role, link 
them to the role. 
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3. Open the Properties window of the MEGA user used for the connection (Ex.: 
Guest). 

In the Advisor Roles tab define the list of the roles available for the end user.  

Note: The Default MEGA User Role field shows the default role with which the 
end user connects the first time to MEGA Advisor 2012. To change it you 
must open the MEGA user Properties window in MEGA Administration. 
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4. Define the Web site template.  

It is best to duplicate an existing MEGA Advisor Web site template that matches 
the display you want to have.  

From MEGA menu bar, select View > Navigation Windows > Utilities. In the 
Utilities tab, connect the Web site template to the MEGA Advisor folder. 
Connect the newly created MEGA User Role to the template. Once this is done, 
there are 2 ways in which you can generate the parameterization: 

• Default way: 

1. From MEGA Administration, connect the newly created MEGA User 
role to the MEGA User used to log in to MEGA (see step  2). 

2. Log on to MEGA with this user. 

3. In the Web Site Templates folder, right-click the MEGA Advisor 
folder and select MEGA Advisor Web Sites generator. 

This automatically generates the Web site from the Web site template 
whose role is connected to the current MEGA User (if several have 
been created, the process is applied to all of them). The “Guest” user 
is automatically connected to the newly created MEGA user Role. The 
Web site is automatically connected to the newly created MEGA User 
Role. 
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• Customized way: Create the Web site from the Web Site Template. Connect 
the Web site to the newly created MEGA User Role.  

The MEGA User role will appear in MEGA Advisor only if: 

• It is connected to a Web site template 

• It is connected to a Web site 

• It is connected to at least one MEGA User 
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5. Reset the MEGA WEB Access cache to take into account this new User Role. 

To refresh your environment: 

a) Navigate to http://%AdvisorwebPath%/Admin to open the Advisor 
Administration console 

b) Select the environment you want to refresh. 

c) Click Reset cache. 

 
The Preferences page appears as follows: 
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“My Role” is displayed in the list of MEGA user Roles (only if the current Web user is 
mapped with a MEGA user defined in the list of users matching this role: see Adding a 
MEGA User Role in MEGA Advisor, step  2 p. 8). 

The Web site displays specific menus for this role.  

Menu Configuration 

Menu configuration includes: 

• menus displayed in the main menu bar, which depend on the current role selected 
in MEGA Advisor 2012. 

• menus displayed at the top of the page: the Tool Group. 
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Menu Definition and Implementation 

Definition 

The main menu is defined in a descriptor in the MEGA repository. The Web site matching 
the current user role must define the Menu descriptor as the “Global Website Descriptor” 
property. 
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To insert the menu in HTML pages, simply use the HTML tag 
[Context=GlobalWebSiteDescriptor/] 
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Implementation 

Global Menu customization 

As described in the Definition section of this chapter, the main menu is linked to the Web 
site matching the current role. 

The menu is split into several parts: 

• the logo 

• the top part that gives access to the tools group 

• the toolbar 

 

The menu is defined as an HTML table. The different parts of the menu are contained in 
HTML table cells (<td>). 

Logo 

The logo is contained in the following section: 

 

If you want to add your own logo defined in mega_usr, replace:  

images/logo.jpg 

with 

[Variable=StdFile File=”Yourlogo.jpg”/] where Yourlogo.jpg is located in mega_usr. 
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Menu for Tools group 

This section is defined in the following cell characterized by the quicklink style: 

 

Each link belonging to the cell is characterized as follow: 

<a href="[Variable=ObjectPage File=98B49CB24FD064BB/]" 
class="quicklink">[Variable=CodeTemplate 
Id=B99FBDD746510032/]</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;-&nbsp;&nbsp; \c Preference 

You must first define: 

- A url link with the <a> HTML tag. 

- The HREF attribute must contain a reference to the page url you want to address. 
You can use the Variable Tag initialized as ObjectPage and specify an identifier as 
the File Attribute. The Identifier (here “98B49CB24FD064BB”) is either the MEGA 
object identifier (_HexaIsAbs Property) or the page index identifier on the Web 
site/Web site template: 
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When clicking on this link the web browser will automatically navigate towards the 
Preferences Advisor Page. 

- The tag must have the “quicklink” style. 

- Each link title is defined by the tag [Variable=CodeTemplate Id= 
B99FBDD746510032/]. This tag defines a MEGA CodeTemplate identifier which 
contains the menu title. Code templates are used in order to handle translation. In 
this sample, the code template with the identifier “B99FBDD746510032” contains 
the menu title “Preferences”: 

 

 

Menu for Toolbar 

This section is defined in the following cell characterized by the menu style: 

 

Each link belonging to the cell is characterized as follow: 

<a href="[Variable=ObjectPage File=394F42134FC77AFD/]" 
class="menulink">[Variable=CodeTemplate 
Id=EFF3F2BE456F0A6E/]</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;|&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
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You must first define: 

- A url link with the <a> HTML tag. 

- The HREF attribute must contain a reference to the page url you want to address. 
You can use the Variable Tag initialized as ObjectPage and specify an identifier as 
the File Attribute. The Identifier (here “394F42134FC77AFD”) is either the MEGA 
object identifier (_HexaIsAbs Property) or the page index identifier on the Web 
site/Web site template. 

 

When clicking on this link the web browser will automatically navigate towards the Home 
Advisor Page. 

- The tag must have the “menulink” style. 

- Each link title is defined by the tag [Variable=CodeTemplate Id= 
EFF3F2BE456F0A6E /]. This tag defines a MEGA CodeTemplate identifier which 
contains the menu title. Code templates are used in order to handle translation. In 
this sample, the code template with the identifier “EFF3F2BE456F0A6E” contains 
the menu title “Home”.  

Adding Menu Items 

To add a menu item in a specific menu, you need to add a list item in this menu: 

1. Create a new code template with the menu item title. The standard MEGA 
Advisor code templates are located in the Utilities tab under Code 
Template\MEGA\Web Site\MEGA Advisor. 
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2. Add the new page to the Web site. If the page is on a specific MEGA object, add 
an object page. Otherwise, add an index page. 
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3. Add the item in the Menu descriptor concerned  

<a href="[Variable=ObjectPage File=8324BC7846A90A4A /]" 
class="menulink">[Variable=CodeTemplate Id= 
A105B89B47F00086/]</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;|&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 

 

The result is as follows: 
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Adding a Favorites Menu 

What are favorites? 

The Web user can save MEGA objects as favorites: 

1. Navigate to an object property pages. 

2. In the object property pages, click Action and select Add to favorites. 
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The Web user can access his favorites: 

• from the homepage: 

 

The Web user favorites are accessible by object type. 

• from the Tool group (Preferences > My Favorites).  

All the Web user favorites are displayed and sorted by object type. 
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Adding a favorites menu item 

To handle the creation of a favorite menu item:  

1. Create the descriptor that will handle the favorites display. 

The descriptor must be created in the Body section of the “HTML Web Site 
Specific Page”. A dedicated folder matching your theme can be created. 
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The descriptor content can be as follow: 

 

Since, the descriptor does not have access to the Web user favorites (they are 
handled on the Web server side), a default tag is used (%myfavorites%). This tag 
will be replaced with the specified favorites by the MEGA macro MWA_MyFav to 
which the Web application sends the favorite items. 

Example of a favorites descriptor: “MEGA Advisor 2012

The descriptor must contain the javascript code enabling to handle the selection of 
favorites. This code is contained in the <script> tag. 

 - my Services” 

Add the menu entry in the selected menu. The HREF favorites syntax is as follows: 
href="[ExternalCall ParentId=root 
Macro="MWA_GetObjectPage"/]?myfav=1&metaclassid=B1EDB2562C14016F&generato
r=98B4CF004FD0688D"   

The menu item is characterized by: 

• The keyword “myfav=1” in the URI: &myfav. This enables the .NET code to 
know it is dealing with a favorites menu item. 

• The keyword “metaclassid” in the URI:  
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metaclassid=B1EDB2562C14016F.  

This defines the kind of favorites to be displayed. It must be equal to the list of 
Metaclasses for which you want to display the favorite occurrences. In the 
following example : 

metaclassid=1466149D33520001|66EA670E2C0F0034|1BF81CDE3B9900F3.  

 we have the objective favorites (1466149D33520001), the project favorites 
(66EA670E2C0F0034), and the requirement favorites (1BF81CDE3B9900F3). 

• The keyword “generator” in the URI: &generator=98B4CF004FD0688D. This 
specifies the descriptor identifier “98B4CF004FD0688D” which will handle the 
display. In this case, this is “MEGA Advisor 2012 - my Applications”. 

Content Customization 

MEGA Advisor handles different kinds of pages. All the pages are defined without frames. 
To handle this, each Web site template and Web site is defined with the option “with 
menu” unchecked. Each page content is therefore generated in one HTML page. 
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Home page and Preferences customization 

Content customization 

The Home page and Preferences page is as follows: 
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The architecture of the page is made of an HTML table. 

• Each column matches a specific cell of the table (<td>). 

 

• The cell must have the style:  

style="border-right-style: solid; border-right-color: #999999; border-right-width: 
1px;". 

The cell must contain the paragraph tag <p>, this tag containing a reference to 
the page to display when clicking on the link. 

As previously explained, the HREF property may be defined by the Variable 
ObjectPage tag (see previous item). 

• The title of the cell is defined in a span tag with the “titre” style. 

• The additional subitems of the main one are defined in a span tag as follow: 

 

Each element must be included in a span tag with “detail” style. 

The link must be defined in a <a> tag with the style “detaillink”. 

The same rules as before apply concerning the HREF attribute and the display 
name (use Variable tag). 
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Homepage 

The homepage is defined on the Web site template/Web site characteristics page. 

 

The formatter is a descriptor which can be used as a homepage on all new MEGA Advisor 
2012 Web sites and for each MEGA User Role. 

It is stored in the Utilities tab in the HTML Web site specific Page\Default folder. 
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Standard Object Formatter 

Each MEGA object referenced in MEGA Advisor can be accessed with a URL if this object 
is of interest to the current MEGA User role. 

To define that an object page is accessible, you have to add a new page on this object in 
the Pages tab of the Web site. For example, add a page for business process: 
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MEGA provides a new template formatter for objects defined in the specific macro 
“Advisor 2012 Generic Pages”. This macro may be overridden (you have to duplicate the 
macro). It is based on extjs technology. 

The property page is displayed as follows: 

 

 

The page content may be parameterized on the web site. You can filter or add specific 
pages on your web site template. 

To do this, you can define: 
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- A propertyPage Viewport implementation enabling to filter the pages to display for 
the end user. 

- A list of specific property pages that must be added for specific concept called 
Property pages presentation. 

The property page viewport implementation in MEGA Advisor 2012 is implemented by 
the macro “Mega Advisor 2012 Viewport Implementation”. 

The macro must implement the following method: 

Function FilterPage(Context,Page,Type) 

End Function 

Context gives access to specific information on the repository 

Page is the Page identifier 

Type is the Property page Type. 

The function must return True if the page must be displayed, false otherwise. 
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The MEGA Advisor 2012 viewport implementation is as follows: 

 

By default, all “Folder Of …”  display all theirs pages. 

All objects excepted the “Folder Of …” display the following tabs: 

- Characteristics 

- Impacts 

- Documents 

- External References 

- Definitions 

- Comments. 

The Complement tab is displayed for four object types: Data Store, Person, Resource, 
and Task. 

Once the filtering is done, you can add Additional pages for specific object types. To do 
so, you have to create a new property page presentation on your web site template: 
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Once the Property Page presentation has been created, you have to define the behavior 
it will have: 

In the Characteristics tab, you must define whether the page is in addition of the 
existing pages or if it replaces completely the existing pages. The replace mode is only 
available if the property page viewport implementation macro does not carry out any 
filter (it is the case of the “Folder of …” objects) or if there is no macro. 

 

The second point consists in defining the metaclasses on which the pages will be added. 
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The third point consists in defining the pages for the chosen metaclasses. 
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Make sure the selected pages match the metaclasses chosen. 

Advisor Overview Pages 

MEGA Advisor overview pages display an overview of a specific subject. Each of these 
pages matches a menu item. These pages are stored in the Utilities tab, in the HTML 
Specific Page\Specific HTML Body\MEGA Advisor 2012 folder: 
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These pages contain either treeviews giving a hierarchical view of the repository data or 
specific pages. 

Treeview Pages 

The treeview page content is as follow: 

 

The treeview is contained in a div tag with the “mainsection” style. 

MEGA Advisor 2012 treeview are parameterized to navigate towards the object page as 
soon as the end user clicks on the object node. To have this behavior, the 
NavigateToObjectPage attribute is set to “on”. In the same way, the right part container 
usually containing property pages is not displayed (ContainerVisible=0). 

For more information on the Metatree tag, see “MEGA Publisher” User Guide. 

Specific Pages 

Some pages in Advisor portal are really specific. You may be interested in knowing how 
they can be customized. 

The following explains the content matching menu items and also the formatter handling 
the page content. 
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The important thing to know is that if you want to modify these pages, you must 
duplicate the formatter; otherwise your updates will be erased during future MEGA 
updates. 

About 

This menu handles the current version of MEGA Advisor 2012. The content is managed 
by the descriptor “Advisor Preferences About”. 

 

Search 

This menu handles the search tool provided in MEGA Advisor 2012. The content is 
managed by the descriptor “Advisor Search index”. 
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My Favorites 

This menu handles the favorites. The content is managed by the macro “MWA_myFav”. 
The descriptor references the homepage ASPX file (default.aspx.cs) by adding &fav=1 as 
a URL parameter and the ASPX file redirects the generation towards the macro with the 
favorites stored on the Web server side. 
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Popup Menu 

Popup Menu display 

In the old MEGA Advisor Product, you can right-click on object and have access to a 
popup menu. 

By default, in MEGA Advisor 2012, the popup menu is only available in the object page 
by clicking on the action button. 
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Such a behavior can be parameterized by the attribute Advisor Menu: 
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If you select: 

• “None”, neither the popup menu nor the action menu will be available in the web 
site. 

• “Popup”, only the popup menu is available in the web site. 

• “Toolbar”, only the action menu is available in the web site. 

Popup Menu content 

The menu content can be parameterized by using a specific code Template defining the 
popup menu content within the “Popup Menu/Toolbar Definition” Attribute. 

 

 

The codeTemplate must contain a JSON string with the following format: 

[ 
{ 
                text : « < menuItem name> », 

icon : « < css class> », 
                href : <url> || handler : { 

nom : « <handler function> » , 
parameters :[ 
               { 
                               parameterName : « < parameter name> », 
                               parameterValue :  « <parameter value> » 
               } 
] 

} 
}, 
Separator, 
 
… 
 
] 
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The handler function is located in the file advisorHandlers.js. The function parameters 
must be passed in the parameters structure. 
If the advisorHandlers.js file must be overridden, make a copy in mega_usr and work on 
mega_usr. 

 

Confidentiality Configuration 

MEGA Advisor Enterprise Edition enables the handling of confidential data. Depending on 
the MEGA user with whom the Web user is connected, he can or cannot access specific 
MEGA Objects. 

Usually, confidential objects are not visible for the Web user but in some specific cases, 
they may appear with *****. 

As far as diagramming is concerned, confidential objects are visible (a MEGA option 
enables hiding them) but grayed. They are therefore inaccessible. 

The pictures below are examples of the different views you may have, depending on your 
MEGA connection profile. 

The user below has access to only 11 risks: 

 

 

The user below has access to 28 risks 
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If you are interested in implementing confidentiality in MEGA Advisor 2012, refer to 
“MEGA Administration – Supervisor” documentation and “MEGA Repository Protection EN” 
Technical Article. 
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CONFIGURATION IN THE .NET WEB APPLICATION 

You may also customize the .NET files in order to modify MEGA Advisor layout. 
Several configurations are possible: 

• .NET settings 
• Override standard behavior such as Favorites and Web user-MEGA user mapping 
• Login configuration 
• RSS feeds 

A list of the .NET files and the role they play are discussed in the last chapter. 
 

.NET Settings 

.NET settings are specified in the settings.cs file in the App_Code folder. The available 
parameters are: 

• settings_language_default: This parameter defines the Default language for MEGA 
Advisor at the first Web user connection. The default language is English. 

• settings_required_environment: defines the environment required. If this 
parameter is set, the environment is selected by default in the login page. If you 
want to prevent the environment from being updated, set 
bsettings_show_environment to false. 

• settings_required_repository: defines the repository required. If this parameter is 
set, the repository is selected by default in the login page. If you want to prevent 
the database to be updated, set bsettings_show_database to false. 

• settings_rfc_environment: defines the environment in which the RFC are created. 
If this parameter is not set, the environment chosen is the environment to which 
the end user connects to. It is highly recommended to specify a specific 
environment in order to make the RFCs available to the MEGA working user. Most 
of the time, this environment will be the working environment where as MEGA 
Advisor environment is the production environment matching the working 
environment. 

• settings_rfc_database: defines the repository in which the RFC are created. If this 
parameter is not set, the repository chosen is the repository to which the end user 
connects to. It is highly recommended to specify a specific repository in order to 
make the RFCs available to the MEGA working user. Most of the time, this 
repository will be the working repository where as MEGA Advisor repository is the 
production repository matching the working repository. 

• settings_rfc_language: defines in which language the RFCs are created. The 
default value is English. 

• bsettings_show_environment: This parameter defines if the environment will be 
displayed in the login console or not. The default value is true. 
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• bsettings_show_database: This parameter defines if the repository will be 
displayed in the login console. The default value is true. 

 

 

- bsettings_show_WaitingPanel: this parameter defines if the wheel transition 
between 2 pages should be displayed. The default value is true. 

• settings_DefaultWebSite: this parameter defines the default Web site identifier. 
The default value is “101D345C4654003C” which matches the Web site “Advisor 
Default”. This Web site is always created with this identifier when using the 
generator “MEGA advisor Web sites generator”. 

• settings_DefaultWebPage: this parameter defines the default page identifier. The 
default value is “9E2A9E2B44BB0000” which matches the Web site homepage. 

• bsettings_TransactionMode: this parameter defines if the connection can be made 
directly with MEGA users in MEGA Advisor login page. The default value is false. If 
set to true, the login page shows a combobox with all the MEGA users authorized 
to be connected in transaction mode. 

• settings_DefaultGenerationData: this parameter defines the default URL to access 
after log in. The default value is "generationType-standard|generator-
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101D345C4654003C|object-9E2A9E2B44BB0000". It enables access to the 
homepage of the Advisor default Web site: 

o generationType-standard: means an HTML page will be generated 

o generator-101D345C4654003C: means the generator used to generate the 
first page has the identifier “101D345C4654003C” (that is to say “Advisor 
Default”). 

o object-9E2A9E2B44BB0000: means a page for the object having the 
identifier “9E2A9E2B44BB0000” will be generated (here it is the homepage 
identifier) 

Therefore, the default URL links the Advisor default Web site homepage. 

Favorites Management 

You may be interested in 2 kinds of favorites management: 

• Dealing with favorite objects in order to easily retrieve the objects you are familiar 
with. 

• Saving specific configurations of your Web application such as, the current 
language. 

Favorite Objects 

The favorites are managed by the .NET file once the &fav=1 parameter is defined in the 
URL. 

The favorites are handled in default.aspx.cs. Look for “//MyFav is set” in default.aspx.cs. 

The first step consists in getting the favorites with the getFavObjects method declared in 
the utilities.cs file in the App_Code folder. 

The second step consists in generating the macro MWA_MyFav with those favorite items 
in the parameter. 

The getFavObjects uses the “WebUsersManager.Application” object. The goal is to call 
the function: 

GetWebUserFavorite($server,$user,$env,$db,$favoriteSection); 

The default behavior is to store the favorite items in an XML file for each Web user. This 
behavior may be overridden by another favorite server. For further information on how to 
handle favorites, please refer to the technical article “MEGA Advisor User Management 71 
EN.pdf”. 

The Advisor favorites are stored in XML format between the XML tags <fav>, </fav>. 

The favorites content is also stored in XML format but encoded as text in the storage. 

The favorites structure is as follows: 
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<?xml version="1.0"?>  

<froot> 

<metaclasses> 

<metaclass><id>1466149D33520001</id> 

  <objects> 

    <object><id>7CC38E863F9F0CC9</id></object> 

       <object><id>7CC3927D3F9F0F42</id></object> 

  </objects> 

</metaclass> 

<metaclass> <id>B1EDB2562C140173</id> 

  <objects> 

    <object><id>F77309E645E805CB</id></object> 

  </objects> 

</metaclass> 

</metaclasses> 

<category> 

<name>First objectives</name> 

<metaclasses> 

  <metaclass><id>1466149D33520001</id> 

    <objects> 

      <object><id>B4A2EC793F9E8545</id></object> 

    </objects> 

     </metaclass> 

</metaclasses> 

</category> 

<category><name>org-unit</name> 

<metaclasses> 

  <metaclass><id>B1EDB2562C140173</id> 

    <objects> 

      <object><id>2EDA39453D590FD6</id></object> 

    </objects> 

     </metaclass> 

</metaclasses> 

</category> 

</froot> 

The favorites are stored in two ways: 

• By metaclass, if no category is defined. The metaclass identifier is stored in 
the id tag child of the metaclass tag: 

 <metaclass>  

<id>B1EDB2562C140173</id> 

… 
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 </metaclass>  

In this example, the objects are org-units and are stored under the org-unit 
metaclass identifier: B1EDB2562C140173. 

• By category and then by metaclass. The category is characterized by its name 
defined in the <name> tag child, the metaclass identifier is stored in the <id> 
tag child of <metaclass>: 

<category><name>org-unit</name> 

<metaclasses> 

<metaclass><id>B1EDB2562C140173</id> 

In this example the objects are org-units and stored under the org-unit metaclass 
identifier: B1EDB2562C140173 under the category “org-unit”. 

 

The favorite objects for a specific metaclass (or for a specific metaclass in a specific 
category) are the children of the <objects> tag. They are characterized by the 
<id> tag which defines the MEGA object identifier: 

<objects> 

<object><id>7CC38E863F9F0CC9</id></object> 

<object><id>7CC3927D3F9F0F42</id></object> 

</objects> 

In this example, 2 objects are favorites for a specific metaclass: 

• The objective “Develop a bonus plan based on productivity target” which 
matches the identifier “7CC38E863F9F0CC9”. 

• The objective “Develop Adventure expertise” which matches the identifier 
“7CC3927D3F9F0F42”. 

Favorite Configuration 

When a Web user’s configuration is saved, the next time he/she connects, this will be 
with the same configuration. Today Advisor stores 2 kinds of parameters: the role and 
the language. 

Usually the user configuration is saved on the user’s machine thanks to the cookie 
technology. The drawback of this system is that if the user looks at the Advisor Portal 
from another machine, he/she will lose the configuration. 

We therefore decided to store the configuration on the server side by using the 
“WebUsersManager.Application” component. This component provides 2 main functions: 

‘Retrieve favorite language 

sLanguage = m_pMWUM.GetWebUserFavorite(null, sUser, sEnvironment, sdatabase, 
sParameter);  

‘Set favorite language 
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m_pMWUM.SetWebUserFavorite(null, sWebUser, sEnvironment, sDatabase, 
sParameter, sParameterValue);  

 

You can specify to which level you want to store the information: 

• At the environment level: only the environment variable is filled in. The 
information will be available for all Web users reaching the same environment. 

• At the repository level: the environment variable and the repository variable 
are filled in. The information will be available for all Web users reaching the 
same environment and the same repository. 

• At the user level: the environment variable, the repository variable and the 
user variable are filled in. The information will be available only for the current 
user. 

The data are stored in an XML file. The location of the XML file is stored in the registry at 
the following location: 

 

Web User - MEGA User Mapping 

MEGA Advisor 2012 installation maps all Web users with the standard MEGA User 
“Guest”. 

If you need to define: 

• different confidentiality access levels in accordance with the Web user 

• different MEGA user roles in accordance with the Web user 

• different product access in accordance with the Web user 

you will have to carry out your own mapping, that is to say, specify which Web user has 
access to the different configurations you have defined. 

To do so, MEGA provides a mapping tool. The configuration is explained in the “MEGA 
Advisor Administration” Technical Article. You can also override the actual behavior by 
creating your own component that may override the actual one. For more information on 
this subject, see “MEGA Advisor User Management EN” Technical Article. 
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It is important you note that the actual mapping is carried out in the checklogin.aspx file 
by calling the function “GetMEGAUserFromWebWithConnectionModeAndLanguage”. If you 
need to override this behavior, you must act in this place. 

Login Configuration 

The login page is as follows: 

 

Several configurations are available: 

Predefined fields: you can prefill the different fields of the login page. To do so, launch 
the URL: 

http://url/login.aspx?username=sce&env=demonstration&db=adventure 

The login page will display: 

 

Predefined language: you can define the default language in the URL 

http://url/login.aspx?env=demonstration&db=adventure&language=francais 

http://url/login.aspx?username=sce&env=demonstration&db=adventure�
http://url/login.aspx?env=demonstration&db=adventure&language=francais�
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You will connect in French. 

Environment and repository settings: you can enforce the environment and 
repository and display fields, or not, according to settings data. 

 

The Demonstration environment is compulsory: 

settings_required_environment = "demonstration"; // required environment  

The Adventure repository is compulsory: 

settings_required_database = "adventure"; // required repository  

The Environment field is hidden on the login page 

bsettings_show_environment = false;  

The Repository field is displayed on the login page 

bsettings_show_database = true; 

 

ASPX Files 

The ASPX files delivered as standard are: 

Binaryimage.aspx: this page handles the resources and the diagrams generated from 
MEGA. Most of the time, it returns binary data. 

Checklogin.aspx: checks the login information, retrieves the MEGA user matching the 
Web user and opens a session to MEGA WEB Access. If it fails, it redirects to the login 
page with an error message. If it succeeds, it redirects to the required page. 

Extref.aspx: this page handles external references retrieved from MEGA. Most of the 
time, it returns binary data. 

Fav.aspx: this page handles the deletion of favorite objects. 

default.aspx: this page handles all the Advisor page contents. 

Login.aspx: this page handles the connection to MEGA Advisor and fills in the 
environments available. 

Logout.aspx: this page handles disconnection from MEGA Advisor. 

Megauser.aspx: this page must be used for testing and is not integrated in the Advisor 
deployment. 

Utilities.cs: this file defines a set of utilities functions. 
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Object.aspx: this file contains all the specific requests made to MEGA: It particularly 
handles the action carried out by the search tool and the pop-up menu. 

Settings.cs: this file contains the Advisor configuration variable. 

WebEditor.aspx: this file handles the connection and the management of MEGA Web 
Editor. It is used only if you have the MEGA Web Editor product. 

rfc.aspx: this file handles the management of the RFCs. 

Dive.aspx: This file handles the management of the diagramming tool enabling to carry 
out zoom and span. 

TreeLoader.aspx: this page handles the display of the metatree 

Context Files 

The context file genctx.xml does not suit for MEGA Advisor 2012. 

When using MEGA Advisor 2012, in C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Advisor\App_Code\settings.cs 
change: 

public string settings_ContextFile = "genctx.xml"; // to compute 

for 

public string settings_ContextFile = "genctxR7.xml"; // to compute 
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CONCLUSION 

You are now ready to configure your own MEGA  Advisor 2012. 

The most important thing to consider is that you duplicate all the standards delivered by 
MEGA, that is to say: 

• Web sites 

• Descriptors 

• Macros 

• aspx files 

Since they may be updated by CPs. 

And now, Enjoy! 
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